
Dec 11/2023

- I started working on my science fair topic. It was about:

sociopath vs. psychopath. What is their difference in the brain?

Dec 17/2023

- Today I was researching facts about my project and found a

youtube vid that helped me a lot. I finished 2 paragraphs.

Dec 18/2023

- Today I got told that I couldn't work on this topic anymore. Ms.

Kale said that the principal said it was not a good topic to work

on. Now I have to find a new topic to work on. I was thinking

about something to do with ai.

Jan 3/2024

- We worked on research for my project. We also came up with

the name: Human vs ai. It's about whether humans can detect

AI generated images.

Jan 8/2024

- Today was the first day back to school and we had a science

club. There I got to see my partner aresema. We both worked

on the research and finding images. We only had like 20 mins so

we didn't get a lot of time.

Jan 10/2024

- Today I was trying to think about my hypothesis and couldn't

write much.

Jan 11/2024

- I thought more about my hypothesis and finished it today.



Jan 13/2024

- We took a break yesterday and now I'm looking for a picture to

use as the ai images and generate some more.

Jan 15/2024

- I redid my hypothesis to make it sound more formal.

Jan 18/2024

- We are generating more AI images. I'm using the website

imagine.art

Jan 19/ 2024

- We asked the teacher if we could have the class to work on

science fair since we were a bit behind on our work. She let us

work on it so now we are just trying to find more images.

- We also made some graphs.

Jan 22/2024

- 3:20pm- today we had science club and wrote my introduction,

did my graphs, and Aresema did the research and some of the

abstract paragraphs.

- 4:20pm- Soly came to the library to help me and Aresema since

she was done and we needed help. She helped me rewrite my

paragraphs. We also tested her and her brother.

- 6:30- We are at our tutoring/study place and I'm writing my

log book from earlier. I also did some final touches to my

paragraphs.

Jan 24/2024

- I'm at the library and I'm working on the results and conclusion.



Jan 26/2024

- We worked on science at school. We stayed in the gym with ms

kale. Aresema and I finished cutting out all the slides and glued

them together with the construction paper.

- Aresema came over to finish up and we were done gluing by

the end.

Jan 27/2024

- We are cutting out the borders and re-gluing some because

they turned out bad.

- We finished the whole poster.

Jan 30/2024

- We started to work on the script for the presentation.

Jan 31/2024

- We worked on the script and tried to finish it.

Feb 2 /2024

- Today we finished my script and started printing it.

Feb 3/2024

- We cut out the script and glued them onto my flash cards.

Feb 4/2024

- We finished my flashcards/ script and made aresemas too.

Feb 5/2024

- we practiced my flashcards

Feb 6/2024



- Today we presented in our groups and in front of the grade 9

class.

- We also had time to memorize our flashcards.

Feb 7/2024

- Today we presented our science fair in front of the judges

Feb 8/2024

- We got our scores and placed 3rd.

- Aresema and I stayed in for recess to accept the invitation for

the CYSF

Feb 10/2024

- We worked on the procedure and finished it on the tabs.

Feb 12/2024

- We are working on ethics and due care 2A and are trying to

finish it.

- We are also doing the significant risk and due form.

- 7:00pm- I came back from school and aresema and i are

working on the variables, ethics and due care, and the risk

form. We also decided to change the topic a little bit. Instead

of having the topic “if people can” we are changing it to

“which age group can tell the difference the best”

Feb 13/2024

- We finished the ethics and due care form.

Feb 14/2024

- We are working on the significant risk form.

Feb 15/2024



- We finished the significant risk form. And we are working on

the hypothesis.

Feb 16/2024

- We are now working on the tabs research and fixing up the

procedure.

Feb 19/2024

- Finished touching up the procedure and still working on the

research.

Feb 24/2024

- We are finding more images because we decided that we can

only have 6 pictures.

Mar 1/2024

- We finished finding the images and we printed them out. Then

we started finishing up our hypothesis.

Mar 3/2024

- I made a survey consent form so that I can test the participants

and have their consent.

Mar 4/2024

- I tested 3 people and started writing my observations on them.

Mar 5/2024

- We started testing more people in the 11-17 age group and

started the acknowledgement paragraph.

Mar 6/2024

- Tested 1 person and did more on observations tabs.



Mar 7/2024

- Wrote more on observations and Aresema tested her friends.

Mar 10/2024

- Started my script for the video presentation and finished

acknowledgement.

Mar 11/2024

- Tested people at the library.

Mar 12/2024

- Went to the library to work on the graph and fill everything out

with the information.

Mar 13/2024

- Start to put all the information from the tabs on google slides

to print out and put on the trifold.

- Finished all of my conclusions and analysis.

Mar 14/2024

- Writing my logbook on the computer from a notebook so that

we can upload it onto the tabs.


